Abstract. The compiler is generally regarded as the most important software component that supports a processor design to achieve success. This paper describes our application of the open research compiler infrastructure to a novel VLIW DSP (known as the PAC DSP core) and the specific design of code generation for its register file architecture. The PAC DSP utilizes port-restricted, distributed, and partitioned register file structures in addition to a heterogeneous clustered data-path architecture to attain low power consumption and a smaller die. As part of an effort to overcome the new challenges of code generation for the PAC DSP, we have developed a new register allocation scheme and other retargeting optimization phases that allow the effective generation of high quality code. Our preliminary experimental results indicate that our developed compiler can efficiently utilize the features of the specific register file architectures in the PAC DSP. Our experiences in designing compiler support for the PAC VLIW DSP with irregular resource constraints may also be of interest to those involved in developing compilers for similar architectures.
Introduction
Optimizing compiler development has always been the key factor in building a productive environment for new embedded processors and SOC chips. Highend embedded processor design is moving toward the intensive exploitation of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) and the incorporation of many advanced application-specific features, with the resulting immense increase in the complexity of compilers for these advanced processors demanding increased longterm development efforts and manpower. Hence, designing code-generation supports and optimizations based on open-source compiler infrastructures-rather than developing everything from scratch-are becoming common in attempts to reduce the delivery time of the compiler for a newly designed processor.
Several open-source compiler infrastructures have been used in research and practical applications, such as SUIF [1] , Impact [2] /Trimaran [3] , Zephyr [4] , the popular GNU GCC [5] , and the recent Open Research Compiler (ORC) [6] . The SUIF compiler infrastructure forms the major part of the National Compiler Infrastructure (NCI) project, which is focused on providing a general compiler platform to support collaborative compiler research at the intermediate-representation (IR) level. The Zephyr infrastructure constitutes the other important part of the NCI project, which primarily aims to develop portable low-level optimizations at the instruction level for compiler research. The IMPACT/Trimaran compiler infrastructures have been developed mainly to support advanced ILP research, and also to support research related to architectural issues through HPL-PD architecture models and MDES machine description interfaces. In addition to the above compilers, which are used chiefly in research, GCC is also suitable for use in practical applications, and is available for more than 100 hardware platforms. However, GCC has great difficulty in coping with modern ILP features due to its IR design and compiler structure. The recent development of the ORC has increased the momentum for supporting ILP in modern architectures, and this compiler is highly capable in supporting stable code generation in both research and practical applications.
ORC is an open-source compiler infrastructure released by Intel that represents the successor of Pro64 [7] , which is the open-source compiler project for the IA-64 processor created by SGI in May 2000. Since the Pro64 originally evolved from the commercial SGI MIPSPro compiler suite that had been developed over a long period by SGI as one of the best optimized development tools known for any platform, ORC has incorporated most of the industrystrength optimization techniques developed to date. The ORC is expected to act as a stable base infrastructure for further research works, including the support for new target processors in the future. In addition, the ORC has already achieved an excellent porting status for the IA-64 processor, enabling the compiler to generate codes with good performance by utilizing several advantages of the EPIC/VLIW architecture. As modern VLIW DSPs similarly incorporate many advanced architecture features, it is of considerable interest to explore the possible deployment of ORC in VLIW DSPs.
In this paper, we describe the issues involved in applying the ORC infrastructure to VLIW DSPs with port-restricted, distributed, and partitioned register file structures. We present our experiences in the development of code generation and optimization design for a novel 32-bit VLIW DSP designed with several new architecture features, in particular for the effective support for the distributed and so called ping-pong register files [8, 9] . The target processor, named the Parallel Architecture Core (PAC) DSP [10] [11] [12] [13] , is being developed from scratch by SOC Technology Center at Industrial Technology Research Institute in Taiwan. The PAC DSP is natively designed to meet multimedia high-performance computing requirements and the low power consumption demanded by mobile systems. We propose effective register allocation policies in the compiler framework to support the register file organizations that are specific to PAC architectures, peephole optimization for the architecture, and essential modeling for the architecture to support loop nest optimization. Moreover, we reveal the steps employed in our development work on top of the ORC infrastructure for the PAC DSP. This paper also presents essential compiler supports for heterogeneous clustered VLIW architectures with port-restricted, distinct partitioned register file structures, which may also be of interested to those involved in developing compilers for novel VLIW DSPs with similar architectures.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the target architecture of the PAC DSP, and Section 3 describes the associated compilation challenges. The development of code generation and preliminary optimizations for the PAC DSP, including the specific design for the architecture, are presented in Section 4. Experimental results from preliminary evaluations are then illustrated in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions related to this work.
PAC DSP Architectures
The PAC DSP is a 32-bit, fixed-point, VLIW DSP core that can be used as a core-component in a multicore SOC platform (such as the DaVanci system solutions of Texas Instruments [14] ) to support high-performance multimedia processing, or employed as standalone solutions for any DSP system. The PAC DSP features an original clustered VLIW architecture that boosts scalability, a feature-rich instruction set with SIMD operation support, a variable-length-instruction encoding scheme, and a large number of registers that are innovatively heterogeneously arranged in the highly distributed register file structures.
Being unlike symmetric architectures of most current DSPs, the PAC DSP core is constructed as a heterogeneous five-way-issue VLIW architecture, comprising two integer ALUs (I-unit), two memory load/store units (M-unit), and a program sequence control unit/scalar unit (B-unit) that is mainly in charge of control flow instructions such as branch and jump. The M-and I-units are organized in pairs, with each pair containing one M-unit and one I-unit to form a cluster arrangement with associated register files. It is apparent that each cluster is logically appropriate for processing a single data stream, and the current design of the PAC DSP consists of two clusters that therefore support a maximum workload capacity of two concurrent data streams. However, the scalability of the cluster design makes it easy for future PAC DSP processors to involve more clusters to handle larger data processing workloads. The Bunit consists of two subcomponents-the program sequence control unit and the scalar unit-due to the hierarchical decoder design for variable-length-instruction encoding in the PAC DSP. The program sequence control unit is primarily responsible for control flow instructions, and the scalar unit, which is capable of simple load/store and address arithmetic, is separated from data stream processing clusters, and has its own register file. The overall architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 shows that registers in the PAC DSP are organized into four distinct partitioned register files and are arranged as cluster structures, which reduces the wire connections between functional units and registers and thereby decreases the chip area and power consumption. The A, AC, and R register files are private registers that are directly attached to and only accessible by the M-, I-, and B-units, respectively; the D register files are shared within a cluster and can be used to communicate between the paired M-and I-units. The internal structure of the D register file is further designed to utilize a special port-switching technology that further reduces the wire connections between the shared functional units. The technology-ping-pong register file structure-involves dividing a single register file into two banks, where each bank can only be accessed by one of the functional units at any one time. The instruction bundle encoding contains the information that could be set to direct which bank is to be accessed by each functional unit, so that the hardware can perform port switching between register file banks and functional units to implement data sharing within a cluster. The access states of read ports and write ports in a D register file are additionally designed to use the separate port-switching settings to increase the flexibility. The advantage of the pingpong register file structure design is that the area size and access time could be decreased due to the reduced read/write ports [15, 16] while retaining an effective data communication capability. The register file structure inside a data stream cluster is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, a unique design is employed in the PAC DSP to allow the intercluster communication to be processed by the internal datarouting paths in the memory interface unit which connects with all B-and M-units. To transfer data between the two clusters, or between a cluster and the B-unit, programmers need to use a paired instructions (Bbdt^and Bbdr^) in the same bundle to inform one of the units to send the data and the other to receive them. This mechanism simplifies the implementation of intercluster communication com- pared to other existing schemes [17] , providing further reduction of area size and access time [9] . The overall design of the distributed and ping-pong register file organizations adopted by the PAC DSP could decrease 76.8% of silicon area and 46.9% of access time compared to a centralized architecture with the equivalent number of registers.
Code-Generation Issues with PAC DSP Architectures
The PAC DSP incorporates various leading-edge architecture features in an attempt to increase the performance and reduce the hardware cost and power consumption. However, this design increase the interference between valid code generation, instruction scheduling, and register allocation than typical VLIW architectures, which impacts on optimizing the code for performance, size, and power consumption. One of the most significant issues is caused by the ping-pong register file structure. As mentioned in Section 2, the PAC DSP features a heterogeneous and distributed register file design with irregular port access constraints (see Figs. 1 and 2 ). Each cluster inside the architecture contains A and AC register files, which is directly connected to the M-and Iunits, respectively, and one D register file. Each D register file is divided into two banks that share a single set of access ports connecting to the M-and Iunits; in each VLIW instruction bundle, there is a bit field that controls the access ports to be switched between the D register banks and the two functional units in each cluster. In other words, if the M-unit is accessing the first bank of the D register file, then the Iunit can only access the second bank in the same cycle, and vice versa-accesses from two functional units to the same D register bank are mutually exclusive in a cycle. In addition, each functional unit in the PAC DSP has a different set of instructions that could be executed, and each instruction has its own registeraccess constraints. All of these irregular designs increase the challenge of generating effective and optimized code. Conventional instruction scheduling policies and register allocation strategies are seldom applicable to code generation for the PAC DSP architecture. For example, the short code sequence mov TN1, 1 mov TN2, 2 add TN3, TN1, TN2 moves two constants into two virtual registers, TN1 and TN2, and then performs an arithmetic operation on them. The first two instructions can be scheduled in parallel only if TN1 and TN2 are registers allocated to distinct D register banks; if both are assigned to the same D register bank, they can only be scheduled and issued sequentially. But the ping-pong register file structure more than simply limits the parallelism in the instruction scheduling. The above example is complicated by the third instruction: since this refers to both TN1 and TN2, which are the results of the first two instructions, TN1 and TN2 must be in the register-access range of the last instruction. Referring to Fig. 3 , without considering other hazards, parallelizing the first two instructions requires a copy instruction to be inserted before the last instruction if TN1 and TN2 are allocated to different D register banks. Therefore, the advantage of parallelizing the first two instructions is counteracted by the insertion of the additional copy instruction and the associated increase in the size of the generated code compared to when both TN1 and TN2 are allocated to the same D register bank. But allocating virtual registers to the same D register bank will always increase register pressure of that bank, and register spilling from different register files in the PAC DSP architecture will alter the cost incurred because the memory access is restricted to only B-and M-units. These various code-generation issues have unpredictable combined effects. We know of no previous method that can be applied to the PAC DSP to obtain the optimal result before finalizing the instruction scheduling and the register allocation of all codes, making it imperative to develop new compiler schemes that can effectively handle the issues caused by the innovative architecture of the PAC DSP.
Register allocation also critically interferes with both instruction scheduling and code generation during the implementation of data communication across clusters in the PAC DSP architecture. The current version of the PAC DSP requires the code to explicitly issue a pair of instructions to complete the data communication between clusters. The paired communication instructions not only need to be issued by two of the M-and B-units with occupying two slots in the same instruction bundle, but also introduce penalties from the additional data-dependency and data-available latency for any scheduled code that is distributed into multiple clusters. Figure 4 illustrates two possible code distributions with the same performance for two clusters (considering all major constraints for scheduling), which each have their own benefits. The example shows the common code sequence generated from a dot-product operation of two vectors. To schedule the code in parallel, it is typical for compilers trying to utilize all available functional units; hence the two critical multiply instructions in this example should be scheduled into the two different I-units since there is no data dependence between them. The result of optimizing such code scheduling with register allocation is showed in the upper-right part of Fig. 4 . Considering the various functional-unit capabilities and hardware constraints in the PAC DSP, the performance of this parallel scheduling is limited to ten cycles, which is the same as the result from sequentially scheduling the two multiply instructions into the same I-unit, as shown in the bottom-right part of Fig. 4 . While it requires issuing two more instructions for extra data communication between B-and M-units in the latter case, the result may still benefit the power consumption because the PAC DSP could shutdown the I-unit using power-gating/clock-gating technologies. This kind of trade-off increases the difficulty of optimizing code generation since the design of PAC DSP mainly targets the embedded-system products. Furthermore, it appears that the compiler for the PAC DSP needs to perform a thorough evaluation before distributing the generated code into two clusters to avoid the penalty of cross-cluster communication undermining the advantages of the parallelism of two clusters; however, the evaluation becomes more complicated and nondeterministic with the interference associated with the ping-pong register file structure. This increases the challenge if constructing a good compiler for the PAC DSP architecture. Table 1 summarize the currently considered interference inherent in the PAC DSP compiler design.
Effective Compiler Supports for PAC DSP Cores
We now describe our work in developing compiler supports for the PAC DSP architecture. Our compiler prototype is based on the ORC infrastructure, which is constructed by modularized components that are ideal for incorporating incremental development achievements and optimization improvements into the compiler framework. In brief, the ORC compilation procedure begins with front-end processing, generating a machine-independent intermediate representation (WHIRL [18] IR) of the source program, and then feeding this into the back-end. Since the WHIRL IR has five levels of representation, the back-end will invokes several components to perform a series of lowering processes and optimizations on the WHIRL IR before transforming it into the CGIR, which is a target-specific low-level IR that is near to the real instruction representation. The components developed for optimizations that could optionally be activated at the WHIRL IR level include the interprocedural analysis/optimizer (IPA), loop nest optimizer (LNO), and WHIRL optimizer (WOPT). The IPA in ORC analyzes the program information across several source files, and performs the following optimizations: dead function elimination, interprocedural constant propagation, and memory disambiguation for precise alias analysis. The LNO, which is one of our prioritized working items, is based on a cost model of code generation in the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of the PAC DSP. It is designed to perform optimizations related to locality, parallelization, and loop transformation, including the most well known loop optimizations, such as loop peeling, loop tiling, vector data prefetching, loop fission, loop fusion, loop unrolling, and loop interchange. The WOPT performs the major classical optimizations: common subexpression elimination, loop invariant code motion, strength reduction, code hoisting, redundancy elimination (partial and full), register promotion, and partial dead store elimination.
After the WHIRL-level processing, the back-end invokes the code generator to transform the WHIRL IR into the CGIR. In addition to register allocation, compilation modules may be activated to process the CGIR depending on the code optimization level before the final codes are emitted. Figure 5 illustrates how we have extended the PAC compiler phases to include several new optimization/analysis modules that may benefit PAC DSPs. Many of these new phases are based on our previous research, and we are currently in the process of integrating those technologies into this infrastructure, including low-power optimizations [19] [20] [21] advanced pointer analysis/optimizations [22, 23] , and DSP-specific optimizations [24] . Since the design of the PAC DSP architecture is still being improved progressively, our development of compiler support and optimization for the PAC DSP represents an ongoing effort, with this paper focusing on supporting basic ORC infrastructures for PAC VLIW DSPs. We mainly present the phases (see the thick bordered blocks in Fig. 5 ) required to generate effective code with essential optimizations at the basic-block level, and the target-dependent modifications on the LNO.
Code Generation with Target Information Extension
The target information table (TARG_INFO) in ORC is crucial to supporting the code generation, by providing parameterized data about the architecture and the ISA of the target processor. In this section we present our adaptation from the IA-64 processor to the PAC DSP and the improvement of the TARG_INFO to support more flexible CGIR-level processing and optimizations for the PAC DSP architecture. The original TARG_INFO is written in the constructs of the C programming language, and then they are used to generate the actual source files of the TARG_INFO library. The machine parameters described in the TARG_INFO library are referred to in the codes of almost all CGIR-level components after the WHIRL-to-CGIR expansion phase; they are used to abstract the target-machinedependent information and are distinguished from the compiler's algorithms so as to reduce the effort of constructing compilers for different target machines. There are three categories in TARG_INFO: ISA, Application Binary Interface (ABI), and miscellaneous processor-related descriptions (PROC).The ISA descriptions comprise the following:
-Registers: sizes, classes, supported types, and usages of special registers. -Literals: sizes, ranges, and excluded bits. -Instructions: opcodes, operands, attributes, bundles, assembly format, and object code. -Resources: functional units and busses.
To conform to the PAC architecture and minimize the complexity of instruction scheduling and register allocation, those instructions available to more than one functional unit are defined as being distinct in different function units in the ISA descriptions. That is, the register allocation range can be determined by the instruction used so as to clarify the register file accessibility in the implementation of register allocators. Since the PAC DSP processor has two clusters with no shared register files, special-purpose registers that should be treated as always available to all operations (e.g., stack pointer, frame pointer, and global pointer) are defined in both clusters, and the code generation must allow for duplication of the content of these registers to meet calling conventions. This is not possible by altering the machine descriptions, instead requiring some hard-coded modifications to the core routines of code generator. Moreover, to overcome the disadvantage of the functional-unitbound instruction definition, we design new descriptions that can assist the CGIR-level phases in choosing the appropriate instruction in different units to implement the same semantics. The hazard descriptions and handler functions in original TARG_INFO are also fully redesigned to manipulate multiple hazards of multiple single instructions, because the constraints of the PAC DSP are more complicated than the original IA-64 processor architecture.
The main code-generation phase begins with transforming the codes from the Bvery-low WHIRL^form into CGIR operations, which are then mapped into instructions for the target processor. This is achieved using a set of programmer-provided callback functions to select the target-dependent CGIR operations. The style of the interface is like FExp_OP_, which expands an inputted WHIRL operation into a list of CGIR operations that are appended to the provided operation list. Thus, when the code generator locates a particular WHIRL operation, it invokes the corresponding code-expansion function and then builds the CGIR operation lists as the WHIRL IR is traversed. The code generator generates program control structures as separate basic blocks. By combining the code-expansion functions and basic blocks, the generated CGIR operation lists can be further optimized by machine-dependent optimizers.
The further adaptation of the WHIRL-to-CGIR code-generation functions includes designing the selection of optimal instructions, which depends on the optimization policies to produce preferred CGIR operations for the PAC DSP architecture, and implementing the specific handler for the PAC DSP architecture deficiency in generating correct code to follow C language conventions. For example, parameters are typically passed to functions through a register stack or rotating registers, and since the PAC DSP does not support a shared register stack and convenient register-passing mechanisms, the parameter passing mechanism in the code-generation part must be redesigned to employ a run-time memory stack. Furthermore, other features in the IA-64 processor not found in the PAC DSP, such as control and data speculation, need to be identified and dealt with. Another example is floating-point operations: the PAC DSP has no hardware floating-point support, and so we adopted the SoftFloat library [25] to simulate IEEE binary floating-point arithmetic through the intrinsiccall interface in the ORC infrastructure.
Optimizing Register Allocation and Instruction Scheduling
The rationale of the highly partitioned register file design of the PAC DSP is, of course, to reduce the register file port counts in order to avoid the slow access speed and high power consumption of a unified register file, although this is at the expense of an irregular architecture. This design results in phase interaction between register allocation and instruction scheduling becoming a critical problem in the code generation. Not only does the clustered design also make register access across clusters an issue, but the switched-access nature of the ping-pong register files makes register-file assignment (RFA) and instruction scheduling interdependent, as shown in Section 3.
Our current proposed solution to this problem is to add a new RFA phase before register allocation. In the current compilation flow, three kinds of RFA/ register allocation schemes are developed to provide more opportunity for optimizing code than the primitive design of code generation [26] . The first scheme proposed is to optimize RFA using simulated annealing (SA) [27, 28] . The design extends that of Leupers [29] and our initial implementation [26] , using a combined instruction scheduling/cluster assignment algorithm to iteratively approach the nearoptimal result. In brief, the algorithm operates by first generating a random cluster partitioning of instructions, and a modified list scheduler (LS) then schedules the partitioned instructions whilst inserting/managing cross-cluster communications.The subsequent iterations involve random changes to the partitioning state and rerunning of the LS. The LS returns the obtained schedule length of the instructions as the Benergy^value used in a usual SA optimization process, representing an evaluation of the current partitioning state. Depending on whether a random change results in improvement or deterioration, it will be retained or discarded. This process is iterated until the energy/evaluation falls to below a threshold at which we are confident that the obtained optimization state is of sufficient quality.
Adapting this SA solution for the PAC DSP involves changes to the formulation of optimized state: our search is for RFAs in the chosen schematic placement (as the search space) for virtual registers, instead of the original bipartitioning of the instructions. Figure 6 gives the high-level SA algorithm, which controls the scheduler, performs fine-grain sequencing of operations, and returns the schedule length as the evaluation of the current optimization state. The two optional procedures in the algorithm allow the compiler to dynamically control the iteration scale and limit the register file usage in accordance with other optimizations, and may also increase the overall speed of register allocation. Figure 7 provides more details of the scheduler algorithms. In general, the overall operation of the algorithm is to proceed through the state space, making changes according to the feedback obtained from the LS. The output of the RFA will improve progressively during the SA iterations, in terms of the schedulable length of the instructions. Lastly, a final register allocator is run to allocate and assign hardware registers, guided by the RFAs (i.e., RFA map).
The second scheme developed for optimizing RFA/register allocation is using a heuristic named as PALF (ping-pong aware local favorable), which is proposed in our previous work [30] . This heuristic determines RFA using the associated data-dependency graphs and graph-partitioning methods, with several assignment policies to better utilize the distributed and ping-pong register file architectures. This scheme could provide a comparable result of code generation to the SA-based approach.
The last one-a hybrid optimization scheme with both the PALF and SA heuristics -is proposed to further improve the performance of the generated code. In contrast to the pure SA-based scheme in which we make the initial RFA based on a random assignment, this method instead uses the PALF heuristic to obtain a better RFA as the initial one, providing more chances to result in the most improvement in the end. Since the SA requires to be processed within a limited iterations (controlled by threshold), an appropriate initial RFA usually ensures a good result.
PAC-aware Peephole Optimizers
The Extended Block Optimizer (EBO) is a peephole optimizer that performs simple optimizations within the scope of extended basic blocks at the CGIR level. Extended blocks are constructed by choosing a sequence of blocks that may contain branch instructions before the end of the last block, but can only be executed from the start of the first block in the sequence. Instructions are processed in the forward direction through each block and its listed successors. New blocks are processed until a branch-to label is encountered, at which point the processing backs up and attempts to take a different path down another successor on the list. The EBO is used to perform peephole optimizations immediately after instruction translation, during unrolling and pipelining, after unrolling and pipelining, and after register allocation. The EBO performs optimizations such as forward propagation, common-expression elimination, constant folding, dead-code elimination and a host of special-case transformations that are unique to the architecture of a particular machine. Performing these peephole optimizations improves the performance and quality of the generated code.
There remain many situations in which the core routines inside the EBO would need to be rewritten given that the machine-dependent implementation in influenced by the PAC DSP architecture. Hence, our work not only involves refinement of the basic peephole optimizations, but also aims to employ techniques for supporting the PAC DSP architecture. Table 2 lists the design features included in the EBO for the original ORC that supports the IA-64 processor and for the PAC DSP compiler.
Both compilers have implemented the basic peephole optimizations (forward propagation, common expression elimination, constant folding, and dead code elimination). However, due to the PAC DSP using irregular register files and clustered architectures, illegal propagation may occur when The technique for compilers to optimize the above code is to use t1 instead of x, wherever possible after the copy statement x:=t1 [31] . Following the common data-flow analysis and copy propagation applied to the code fragment 1, we have the optimized code below: This propagation can remove all the data dependency produced by x:=t1, providing the compiler with possibility to eliminate the assignment of x:=t1. However, the simple scheme above is not appropriate for the design of the PAC DSP architecture. Due to the specific-architecture design with clustering and heterogeneous distributed register files, extra intercluster-communication code needs to be inserted if there occurs the data flow across clusters. Suppose t1 is allocated to a different cluster from t6, t7 and x, the insertion of intercluster-communication code will then need to be done if applying copy propagation. Such overhead of communication code increases the total cycles of the optimized code compared with the non-optimized one.
Another example below presents the issue of privateaccess nature of A and AC registers. For the convenience to trace the properties of private-register access, Code Fragment 3 lists assembly code generated from code fragment 1. Assume that D register d2, and private registers a1, ac1, and ac2 are allocated to the variables x, t1, t6, and t7, respectively. Note that the operation MOV d2, a1 reaches the use of d2 in lines 3 and 5. However, it is impossible to replace all the uses of d2 with a1 directly, for the reason that A register files are only attached to M-unit and AC register files are also only attached to I-unit. If d2 is replaced with a1, the compiler must insert extra copy instructions for indirectly private-register access. This insertion of extra copy instructions also brings the penalty and occupies additional computing resources, and therefore needs to be considered for performing copy propagations.
For handling the issues above, we build a cost model to evaluate the extra communication cost and the benefit gainable from the variable n being replaced by m. The equation is defined in the following:
Costðn; mÞ ¼ Gainðn; mÞ À ðCPACðn; mÞ þ RPðn; mÞÞ; ð1Þ where CPACðn; mÞ represents the cost from propagating across clusters, and RPðn; mÞ is the cost from the increase of register pressure due to data duplication between two different private register files. Furthermore, Gainðn; mÞ is calculated using the reduced size of communication code and reduced number of copy assignments after optimization. If
Costðn; mÞ reveals a positive result, it implies that the optimizations can be applied with no anomalous effect. On the contrary, the optimizations related to propagation are suspended for the variables n and m in case of Costðn; mÞ showing a negative result. We further explain the employment of the cost model by using some examples for clarity. Consider the examples with the data-flow graph given in Figs. 8 and 9 , in which every rectangular node is represented as an operation and its attached small circles stand for the corresponding register-type data used/defined. Different register file types and clusters are illustrated as the legend shown in the figures. Assume that it takes three cycles for intercluster communication (as such nodes associated with both clusters) and one cycle for executing every other operation. In the data-flow graph of Fig. 8 , there exist two choices to do the copy propagations; the first is to propagate a to c , and the other is to propagate b to c. If we choose to propagate a to c, the code block surrounded by the dotted lines could be eliminated; hence we would gain one-cycle performance improvement by eliminating the code block but three-cycle degradation of additional intercluster communication because a and c are set in different clusters. On the other hand, if we propagate b to c, one-cycle performance improvement could be done without any penalty. By using the proposed cost model, the better choice, Bpropagation from b to c^, should be made evidently. Another example is shown in Fig. 9 . Originally, the data flow going through the right path in the figure has the availability of copy propagation from a to c. However, once we propagate a to c , the register pressure would increase oddly since the AC and A register files are assigned to the operands concurrently. To meet the register-access constraints in PAC DSP architectures, we must issue one more instruction to copy a to the D register files for the simultaneous data access. The evaluation result of our proposed cost model shows the profit of the propagation; we earn six-cycle performance improvement because of eliminating the two nodes in the right path but one-cycle degradation due to the extra copy operation needed. The positive result indicates that the propagation could be done properly.
To take further advantage of the architecture, we propose additional machine-dependent optimizations on the EBO phases of the PAC DSP compiler, including memory offset merging, subword calculation, and dual load/store operation. The memory offset merging utilizes the compound forms of load/ store instructions. Rather than wasting two instructions to perform an actual load/store operation after the computation of the entire Bbase þ offset^address, we calculate the final address of the memory and access the data using a single instruction.In addition, the ISA of the PAC DSP includes a rich and general set of subword instructions to accelerate lower precision operations. A subword in the PAC DSP can be 8 or 16 bits long, so that quad or dual subwords can be accommodated in a single register, which comprises 32 bits. The challenge is to find a set of data-parallel computations that operate on lower precision data, and to map them onto packed or unpacked subword instructions (the PAC DSP provides instructions that operate on two sets of 16-bit data or four sets of 8-bit data residing in a single register). A basic technique is to divide a loop into multiple loops with lower precision data. We first need to extend the data structure that describes virtual register (e.g., to add a new field for data precision) to enable the determination of which virtual registers-and thus operations-are candidates for subword operations. Moreover, a phase for packing subword operations into a single compound instruction before the process of register allocation is required to integrate subword optimizations into the PAC DSP compiler.
Finally, dual load/store instructions are powerful operations for accessing data from different memory address and then combining/separating the values into/from two 32-bit registers simultaneously. When processing optimizations of dual operations, we need to refer the precision field mentioned above, and have to examine the operand width of the processing data. Thus, we are able to select the most suitable instructions for dual load/store operations.
The EBO of the PAC DSP compiler is supposed to improve performance with minimum overhead. But in practice, we experienced the propagation anomaly under certain circumstance issued by the distributed, ping-pong register files and clustered architectures. The proposed cost model is helpful to determine the feasibility of each possible propagation, plus further machine-dependent optimizations, resulting in a positive improvement in the code generation.
Architecture-Dependent Loop Nest Optimizer
The major optimizations held in the LNO phase are based on restructuring loops to optimize data accesses. This phase is considered to be one of the most important optimizations affecting the performance of the code generated for DSPs since DSP programs typically include many loop constructs with intensive data accesses. The LNO phase employs traditional loop transformation techniques such as fusion, fission, tiling, unrolling, and unimodular transformation. These transformations are designed to make the optimized forms consistent with machine features, code generation, and lowlevel optimizations [32] . Three target-specific models-resource, latency, and register pressure-are constructed for the PAC DSP to estimate the best unrolling factor and tiling size for candidate loops at the WHIRL level. Depending on the rate at which instructions are issued (the issue rate), the number of memory units and ALUs in the PAC DSP architecture, we first determine the essential information (as in Table 3 ) to model the basic processor parameters. Using resource models, LNO estimates the resource usage in each iteration of a loop from tables mapping the equivalence between WHIRL operations and PAC DSP instructions. Next, in the phase of estimating the latency constraint, LNO builds a dependence graph for the loops in order to generate code that is suitable for software pipelining. This graph can help to calculate the total latencies by observing each load and store instructions. For the PAC DSP architectures, new modeling of integer operations is used rather than the original ORC floating-point considerations to calculate the opera- Table 3 . Basic parameters used to model the PAC DSP.
Parameter Description _issue_rate=4. 5 We use an issue rate of 4.5 because there are two M-units, two I-units, and a single B-unit _num_mem_units=2.5 The B-unit is used mainly for control, so it is estimated at only 0.5. Similarly, the number of memory units is estimated at 2.5 tion latencies more accurately. The latency value is then used in the scheduling of software pipelining optionally enabled in the later phase to optimize the performance of the generated code. Finally, register-pressure estimation policies are elaborated to include the effects of the irregular register file structures in the PAC DSP. The clustered architecture characteristics of the PAC DSP are also considered, with the register pressure for a single cluster (neglecting the possible intercluster interference) being appraised initially. If the register pressure of any cluster is too high, interference between two clusters is assessed for possible register resource usage and communication penalty while accessing cross-cluster content. Therefore, a cost model adapting for PAC cluster feature is proposed in Fig. 10 , which shows that register-pressure estimation affects decisions regarding loop transformation.
Experiment and Discussion
Preliminary experiments were performed using DSPstone benchmarks [33] . We evaluated the stable optimization combinations of our designs mentioned in this paper and examined the performance of the three register allocation schemes described in Section 4.2 in particular. All benchmark programs were compiled with the following register allocation schemes, with or without the combination of the EBO and LNO optimization phases (disabling all other optimizations): initial ORC adaptation (primitive code generation), register allocation using the PALF approach, register allocation using the SA approach, and register allocation using the hybrid approach (PALF-LRA+SA-LRA). The primitive code generation, which is a modification of the original ORC register allocation that assumes that the PAC DSP has only one unified register file containing all registers and inserts the codes required to make the register allocation result executable, is treated as the base reference in the comparison. We first compare the speedup of DSP benchmarks for various register file assignment methods, which are labeled as the BPALF-LRA^, BSA-LRA^, and BPALF-LRA+SA-LRA^in Fig. 11 , relative to those for the primitive code generation. As shown in the figure, the performance gain for the speedup for the PAC DSP varies widely across the different benchmarks, and with averages 1.32, 1.75, and 1.66 relative to the BPALF-LRA^, BSA-LRAâ nd BPALF-LRA+SA-LRA^, respectively. Due to the property of randomization, the SA provides a locally exhaustive exploration on RFA and thereby in most cases obtains the better results than the PALF, as revealed in the comparison. Also, the hybrid approach produces the best results against the other individual assignment methods for many benchmark programs, as what we expect. There are some abnormal cases (e.g. complex_update and n_complex_updates) in which we think that the additional code insertion made by the PALF heuristic for the initial RFA would sometimes impair the evaluation procedure in the SA phase of the hybrid scheme, resulting in less optimized code than the pure PALF manner. Such an anomaly mostly results from that all available M-unit slots for inserting intercluster communication while scheduling certain basic blocks in which the PALF assigns the A register files to the most TNs, are jammed by the initial RFA so that the searching space of SA is limited since the attempting in modifying the cluster assignment of the operations becomes difficult due to the jam. This anomaly occurrence may be eliminated with a specific handler in between the initial PALF and SA procedures to assure that the initial RFA using PALF would not restrict the SA process heavily. Figure 12 shows the speedup comparison with enabling the EBO optimization phase. The results present that our development of the PAC-aware EBO optimizer obtains significant performance improvement while using all the three register allocation schemes. The anomaly between BSA-LRA^and BPALF-LRA+SA-LRA^still exists in a few cases but it has less effect than without the EBO optimization because the elimination of operations in the processing of EBO provides more the searching space of SA. Figure 13 exhibits the performance gain with enabling the LNO optimization phase additionally. The effectiveness of the LNO optimization phase in the ORC infrastructure (only enabled in the B-O3^level by default) is highly depend on the processing of other optimization phases, and enabling the LNO will also turn on the EBO phase and many other optimizations by default in the original ORC design. Therefore, we only examined the combination of LNO and EBO phases but not test the LNO solely to make the experiments match the real-compilation process. It appears that the results suggest that our current approaches employing the LNO, EBO, and various schemes of register alloca- tion could achieve significant performance improvement for code compilation in most cases. In general, while the BPALF-LRA^providing the fine initial RFAs for the BSA-LRA^, the hybrid method of BPALF-LRA^and BSA-LRA^could boost the most performance consequently, resulting in the total speedup from 1.75 to 2.83 times as displayed in the figure. Unsurprisingly, the massive hazards of the PAC DSP impacts on the exploitation of ILP in all functional units, because an increase in ILP will often introduce further hazards, resulting in some of the benchmark codes (e.g., real_update) being less affected by our optimizations. These evaluations also revealed to the DSP designers how the architecture support could be enhanced for better compiler code generation.
We next explore the feasibility and effectiveness of the SA process used in both the BSA-LRA^and BPALF-LRA+SA-LRA^schemes. Obviously, the number of the SA iterations required to achieve a near-optimal result is highly proportional to the length of the basic block processed because the number of the instructions available for changing their RFAs is actually the most significant factor affecting the searching space. Therefore, in the development of our current SA procedure for BSALRA^and BPALF-LRA+SA-LRA^schemes, we determine to set the value of threshold to the length of the basic block processed and reasonably set the initial value of energy by a constant ratio of threshold, to make the searching convergent to about the equivalent status for each basic block with different length. Although the lengths of basic blocks in the programs that we tested were almost smaller than 200, we picked an uncommonly large basic block (threshold ¼ 451 ) found in the fir2dim program, which is produced by the unrolling in the LNO phase, for the better coverage of the SA exploration. Figure 14 shows the experimental results of the SA iteration tests in average with different values of initial energy. We used 1:5 Â threshold , 2:0 Â threshold , 2:5 Â threshold , and 3:0 Â threshold , respectively, as the initial energy, to evaluate the minimal schedule length in each iteration of SA. The normalized compilation-time comparison is also provided in Fig. 15 . Apparently the larger initial energy gives the more probability to find the lower value of schedule length before the searching iteration stops. By referring to both Figs. 14 and 15, it reveals that in our experiments 2:0 Â threshold should be an appropriate initial energy that will produce a sufficiently good result within the limited iterations practically. Moreover, Fig. 16 exhibits the compilation-time comparison of the experiments referred in Fig. 13 , in which the initial value of energy is set to 2:0 Â threshold . The compilation time for most benchmark programs was less than 5 s in our measurement, assuring the feasibility of our proposed schemes with the SA approach. As shown in the figure, the hybrid method takes much less process time than the pure SA approach for most programs, especially for the programs which need mass compilation time, but delivers the better or comparable results. Some exceptional results, like biquad_one_section, which takes a little more time for the hybrid method than the pure SA, are mainly caused by the penalty of the initial RFA procedure using BPALF-LRA^. However, the compilation using the hybrid approach for these programs still bring some performance improvement over the BSA-LRA^(referring to Fig. 13 ).
Conclusions
In this paper we present the design and implementation of compilers for the PAC DSP, which is a novel high-end DSP with a clustered architecture design and distributed and ping-pong register files. The compiler was based on the ORC infrastructure, consisting of PAC-DSP-specific code compilation schemes, register allocation for the particular register file architectures, and various optimization phases tuned to specific processors, to achieve effective code generation. We have demonstrated the viability of our approaches to the PAC DSP via several preliminary experiments performed on the PAC DSP prototype. Experience gained in the design of compilers for the PAC DSP helps in elucidating the effects of applying various compiler technologies to the novel architectures. We believe that ORC infrastructures could also be adapted to other similar type of VLIW DSPs, thereby yielding effective code generation.
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